
Fuzhun & Rings! 
 

“Fuzhun & Rings!” is a 5-day intensive study of fusing and hand-fabricating one-
of-a-kind rings (or bracelets) utilizing fine silver, sterling silver, and 18K, 20K, 22K 
gold as accent.  The productive gold alloys will be alloyed in the workshop and 
milled into wire, sheet or tubing. A Cavallin power rolling mill and draw plates will 
be used for some operations.  Wire will be drawn down and bezel stock will be 
created.   
 
Chris Nelson, the instructor, is an nationally/internationally recognized studio 
metal artist who has explored the use of silver and gold fusing in great depth and 
will now be sharing in a workshop situation various methods and techniques of 
working silver and gold fusing that were extensively explored between 2002-2010.  

 
WE WILL BE STUDYING AND EXPLORING: 

 Various methods of fusing fine silver, sterling silver, and gold alloys. 

 Torch fusing and layering of silver and gold. 

 Granulation with silver and gold using torch or torch/kiln combination. 

 Demos of keumboo on silver. 

 Design and fabrication of one-of-a-kind rings, often volumetric. 

 When to solder or when to fuse the pieces.  

 Hand forming techniques using basic hand tools. 

 Finishing processes of silver and gold 

 Patination of silver.  
 
This is a process/technique driven workshop.  The focus is on gaining information, 
knowledge, practice and skills in working with fusing silver and gold.  We will be 
creating a ring, a cuff or bangle, or a pendant as class projects. 
 
Advanced beginner to advanced fabrication skills are mandatory for success in 
the workshop.  There will be extensive torch work with the fusing processes.  We 
will primarily be using the Meco Midget and Hoke torches for the fusings. 
 
A tool list will be provided.  Students are encouraged to bring their own basic 
hand tools.  

 

Tuition is $975/student per workshop.  No Kit Fee. 
 
NOTE:  Each student will bring silver scrap, and a 6” x 6” sheet of 28 and 30 
gauge sterling silver. 20 gauge sterling silver will be used for ring and cuff 
construction, and a 2” x 6” inch piece should be sufficient. Depending upon how 
much gold work you intend to do, please discuss with instructor beforehand. 
Recommended: 5 dwt (.25 ozt.) of 24K fine gold for alloying for productive 
granulation and gold adornment of pieces.  
 
 

 
 



FERROUS MUSINGS/FUSINGS 6-Day Intensive 
 

FERROUS MUSINGS/FUSINGS II is a fast-moving 6-day intensive workshop in 
iron and fused gold where we will explore the techniques and materials required 
to create distinctive ferrous jewelry incorporating studio alloyed gold. 
 
Chris Nelson, the instructor, is an nationally/internationally recognized studio 
metal artist who has explored the use of iron and gold in great depth and will now 
be sharing in a workshop situation what he has learned in working these 
seemingly antagonistic metals. 

 
WE WILL BE STUDYING AND EXPLORING: 

 A short introduction to varieties of iron/steel and their properties 

 Demo of simple tool making (tagane chisels) 

 Hand and machine applied textures with chisels/punches, and hammer 
handpiece 

 Cold forging, cold forming, hydraulic press forming 

 Productive soldering technique 

 2 etching processes 

 Finishing processes/Patinas 

 Formulating a productive flux 

 Alloying/extruding of studio alloyed gold alloy  

 Fusing 20K gold alloy by hand with a torch 

 Alternative fusing method with mini-kiln and torch 

 A brief demonstration of Nunome Zougan and inlayed rivets. 

 A demonstration of using hydraulic press and blanking die to shear iron 

 
This is a process/technique driven workshop.  The focus is on gaining information, 
knowledge, practice and skills in working with iron and fusing gold onto iron.  We 
will be creating a ring, a cuff or bangle, or a pendant of your own design as class 
projects. 
 
Advanced beginner to advanced fabrication skills are mandatory for success in 
the workshop.  There will be extensive high temperature torch work with the 
fusing process.  We will primarily be using the Meco Midget and Hoke 
propane/oxygen torches for the fusings. 
 
A tool list will be provided.  Students are encouraged to bring their own basic 
hand tools.  Tools that are used in silver and gold work can generally be used in 
working iron without harming the tools. 
 

Workshop Tuition for 6-day workshop: $1160.  Kit Fee: $75 payable at 
Workshop. 
 
Each student will bring .25 ozt (5 dwt) of fine gold with them for alloying.  Scrap 
gold is not acceptable.  Proper alloys are what make the process predictable. 

  


